AFTER SEVERAL FAILED attempts to extract your feet from your shoes, you collapse into a small, motionless heap with no resemblance whatsoever to the living, breathing, functioning human being you were just hours ago. You’ve had a long, grueling day. Perhaps you’ve had six or seven back-to-back classes. Practice for the upcoming recitation contest swallowed up your lunch break and extended past your
normal working hours. You’re physically and emotionally exhausted, and all you really want to do is sleep for days and days a nd never get up – and it seems impossible to stay standing for another hour as you prepare dinner to feed the gaping hole that is y our stomach. In fact, you’re not even sure if you can get up from the ground, where you’ve been lying this whole time while this narration has been
going on (and on and on).Or maybe the last rays of sun are gently illuminating the road as you leisurely cycle home after a pleasant, peaceful day. Bu t as you consider possible solutions for dinner frozen food, convenience store bento, going to a restaurant), you are reminded once more that cooking is to you what quantum mechanics is to many people. (read: something you’ve heard of but have no
practical understanding or comprehension of, and when is brought up in conversation, is regarded with equal parts confusion and alarm. At least, that’s how it is for me.) In situations like these, there’s really only one solution: cup noodles.Since coming to Japan, you’ve no doubt consumed at least one (if not many) of these ubiquitous and altogether amazing miracle s of human ingenuity. And even if you don’t
like them, you have to admit that they’re pretty convenient. Just add hot water, wait for a couple minutes, and ta -dah! A hot meal ready to eat, right before your eyes, with minimal effort spent. With cup noodles being a staple in modern Japanese diets supermarkets, you are guaranteed to be welcomed with shelves upon shelves of these glorious noodles when you walk into any lo cal store.As you make a
beeline for your favorite brand, you might pass the other "instant cup foods" such as soups, soup pastas (soups with a smatte ring of pasta), dry noodles such as yakisoba, more soups, and wait, what was that you just passed by?Demurely nestled between sh elves of instant yakisoba and instant udon is a sparsely populated row of…...Cup rice. You read that correctly. Cup rice. In other words, rice in a
cup. Add hot water, wait a couple minutes (a couple more minutes than for cup noodles, but still a relatively short amount of time), and voilà! ot to be confused with microwavable instant rice, cup rice has a variety of flavors, including beef curry, seafood curry, tomato chicken curry, keema curry, hayashi rice (or hashed beef rice), chicken ramen, and cup noodle. Yes, there’s cup noodle flavored cup rice.
Somewhat confusing, but very delicious. As you might have expected from all the curry flavored cup rice, the end result is us ually a soupy, or saucy cup of rice. For the curry and hayashi rice flavors, the consistency of the sauce is similar to the actu al dishes – thick and stew-like – while the chicken ramen and cup noodle flavors are reminiscent of rice in soup. The flavors are great, but what I find the
most impressive is that cup rice tastes like real, normal rice. And that normally takes around thirty minutes to cook. Wherea s cup rice only takes five. So, where did cup rice come from?t began, supposedly, with a surplus of rice. The then director of the Food Agency purportedly asked Momofuku Ando, the inventor of cup noodles and the founder of Nissin, whether or not an easy -to-eat product like cup
noodles could be made using rice.This led to the creation of the instant rice product “Nissin Lunch” in 1967, but it was wide ly unpopular (and involved the use of a frying pan). Nissin decided to change its manufacturing process, aiming to create a prod uct that was, among other things, less greasy and easier to prepare.By 1974, “Cup Rice” was near completion. Nissin held several tasting sessions before the
official launch, inviting government officials to taste and review their new product. Sonoda Sunao, a politician with military experience, recalled the subpar fare he ate on the battlefield, and is said to have remarked “if only we had [cup rice] at tha t time.” Others gave similarly glowing reviews, and the newspapers heralded it as a “miracle food” and “the savior of rice farming.”ales officially began in 1975, with
a lineup of seven flavors including shrimp pilaf, dry curry, chicken rice, and sekihan. For a while, it seemed to be a success.But just one month after the launch, sales declined drastically. Momofuku Ando himself went to supermarkets to interview shoppers, who told him that “Cup rice is too expensive,” and that “Ramen is difficult to make at home, but if it’s rice, we can easil y make it.” At the same time, rice
was about five times more expensive han the flour used to make noodles, so depending on the store, you could buy six to ten c ups of discounted cup ramen for the price oone cup rice. The same problem had come up with Cup Rice’s predecessor, Nissin Lunch. And if you compared cup rice to rice cooked at home, the texture and taste was inevitably worse. Many consumers, contrary to th e positive reviews
from the tasting sessions, disliked the taste. n addition, unlike cup noodles, cup rice required an extra step: draining the hot water that was added. This inconvenience further prevented potential buyers from buying cup rice.Aware of the possibility tha t the lack of success of cup rice might negatively affect the sales of cup noodles, Momofuku Ando decided to stop the production of cup rice.With the failure
of Nissin, regarded by most as the champion of the instant food industry, other members of the industry accepted it as fact that instant rice would not succeed in Japan. This way of thinking would continue for a decade, until the success of Sato Food’s packaged rice “Sato no rice” in 1988. Afterwards, Nissin also returned to the instant rice industry, producing GoFan (2009) and Cup Noodle Gohan (2010) in
recent years. The newest additions to Nissin’s instant rice repertoire are the カレーメシ(karēmeshi) series, the ぶっこみ飯 (bukkomimeshi) series, and the 日本めし (nihonmeshi) series, the earliest of which was released in late 2016. Unlike Nissin’s GoFan and Cup Noodle Gohan, which require the use of a microwave, these cup rice products are no different from cup noodles in their method of preparation; and
unlike their ill-fated predecessors from 1975, these cup rice products are affordable, convenient, delicious, and most importantly, almost indistinguishable in taste and texture from actual, home-cooked rice.So, the next time you find yourself heading over to the cup noodle aisle, why not try cup rice instead? I promise you won’t be disappointed. ■Q: What rice do you grow?A: I grow ヒノヒカリ (hi no hikari).Q:
What’s the most famous rice cultivar, or variety, in Japan?A: The most famous would be コシヒカリ (koshi hikari). Q: Are there cultivars that originated in or are grown only in Kumamoto?A: Yes, like 森のくまさん (mori no kumasan) and くまさんの力 (kumasan no chikara). Q: Can you grow any cultivar of rice anywhere in Japan?A: In Kyushu, we grow cultivars resistant to heat. In Tohoku and Hokkaido, cultivars
resistant to cold are grown. So, depending on the area, the cultivars that are grown differ. Some cultivars are more suited to certain climates and areas. Q: Why is expensive rice expensive? And what affects the taste of rice?A: What affects the taste of rice the most is the water that is used when growing it. For example, rice made in the mountains us ing clean spring water is very delicious and has a high
value, so it’s more expensive. Also, the temperature difference between day and night is important. The larger the difference , the better the taste.Q: Is the hi no hikari (ヒノヒカリ) cultivar grown outside of Kyushu?A: Yes! Even if it’s the same cultivar, the taste and price depends on where it’s grown and who is growing it. Q: Is koshi hikari (コシヒカリ) also grown in Kyushu?A: It’s not impossible, but I’ve
never seen anyone growing it. ( *・ω・)ノ Which means maybe it’s not suited to Kyushu. (Note: I checked later, and it turns out that koshi hikari is grown in Kumamoto. In fact, I found some from Aso at my local Rocky. So maybe it’s only grown in northern Kumamoto, and not in the south.)AFTER SEV ERAL FAILED attempts to extract your feet from your shoes, you collapse into a small, motionless heap with no
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the difference, the better the taste.Q: Is the hi no hikari (ヒノヒカリ) cultivar grown outside of Kyushu?A: Yes! Even if it’s the same cultivar, the taste and price depends on where it’s grown and who is growing it. Q: Is koshi hikari (コシヒカリ) also grown in Kyushu?A: It’s not impossible, but I’ve never seen anyone growing it. ( *・ω・)ノ Which means maybe it’s not suited to Kyushu. (Note: I checked later,
and it turns out that koshi hikari is grown in Kumamoto. In fact, I found some from Aso at my local Rocky. So maybe it’s only grown in northern Kumamoto, and not in the south.)AFTER SEVERAL FAILED attempts to extract your feet from your shoes, you collapse into a small, motionless heap with no resemblance whatsoever to the living, breathing, functioning human being you were just hours ago. You’ve had a
long, grueling day. Perhaps you’ve had six or seven back-to-back classes. Practice for the upcoming recitation contest swallowed up your lunch break and extended past your normal working hours. You’re physically and emotionally exhausted, and all you rea lly want to do is sleep for days and days and never get up – and it seems impossible to stay standing for another hour as you prepare dinner to feed
the gaping hole that is your stomach. In fact, you’re not even sure if you can get up from the ground, where you’ve been lyin g this whole time while this narration has been going on (and on and on).Or maybe the last rays of sun are gently illuminating the road as you leisurely cycle home after a pleasant, peaceful day. Bu t as you consider possible solutions for dinner frozen food, convenience store bento,
going to a restaurant), you are reminded once more that cooking is to you what quantum mechanics is to many people. (read: something you’ve heard of but have no practical understanding or comprehension of, and when is brought up in conversation, is regarded with equal parts confusion and alarm. At least, that’s how it is for me.) In situations like these, there’s really only one solution: cup noodles.Since
coming to Japan, you’ve no doubt consumed at least one (if not many) of these ubiquitous and altogether amazing miracles of h uman ingenuity. And even if you don’t like them, you have to admit that they’re pretty convenient. Just add hot water, wait for a couple minutes, and ta-dah! A hot meal ready to eat, right before your eyes, with minimal effort spent. With cup noodles being a staple in modern
Japanese diets supermarkets, you are guaranteed to be welcomed with shelves upon shelves of these glorious noodles when you walk into any lo cal store.As you make a beeline for your favorite brand, you might pass the other "instant cup foods" such as soups, soup pasta s (soups with a smattering of pasta), dry noodles such as yakisoba, more soups, and wait, what was that you just passed by?Demurely
nestled between shelves of instant yakisoba and instant udon is a sparsely populated row of…...Cup rice. You read that correctly. Cup rice. In other words, rice in a cup. Add hot water, wait a couple minutes (a couple more minutes than for cup noodles, but still a relatively short amount of time), and voilà! ot to be confused with microwavable instant rice, cup rice has a variety of flavors, including beef
curry, seafood curry, tomato chicken curry, keema curry, hayashi rice (or hashed beef rice), chicken ramen, and cup noodle. Yes, there’s cup noodle flavored cup rice. Somewhat confusing, but very delicious. As you might have expected from all the curry flavored cup rice, the end result is usually a soupy, or saucy cup of rice. For the curry and hayashi rice flavors, the consiste ncy of the sauce is similar
to the actual dishes – thick and stew-like – while the chicken ramen and cup noodle flavors are reminiscent of rice in soup. The flavors are great, but what I find the most impressive is that cup rice tastes like real, normal rice. And that normally take s around thirty minutes to cook. Whereas cup rice only takes five. So, where did cup rice come from?t began, supposedly, with a surplus of rice. The then
director of the Food Agency purportedly asked Momofuku Ando, the inventor of cup noodles and the founder of Nissin, whether or not an easy-to-eat product like cup noodles could be made using rice.This led to the creation of the instant rice product “Nissin Lunch” in 1967, but it was widely unpopular (and involved the use of a frying pan). Nissin decided to change its manufacturing process, aiming to
create a product that was, among other things, less greasy and easier to prepare.By 1974, “Cup Rice” was near completion. Nis sin held several tasting sessions before the official launch, inviting government officials to taste and review their new product. Sonoda Sunao, a politician with military experience, recalled the subpar fare he ate on the battlefield, and is said to have remarked “if only we had [cup
rice] at that time.” Others gave similarly glowing reviews, and the newspapers heralded it as a “miracle food” and “the savio r of rice farming.”ales officially began in 1975, with a lineup of seven flavors including shrimp pilaf, dry curry, chicken rice , and sekihan. For a while, it seemed to be a success.But just one month after the launch, sales declined drastically. Momofuku Ando himself went to supermarkets to
interview shoppers, who told him that “Cup rice is too expensive,” and that “Ramen is difficult to make at home, but if it’s rice, we can easily make it.” At the same time, rice was about five times more expensive han the flour used to make noodles, so depending on the store, you could buy six to ten cups of discounted cup ramen for the price oone cup rice. The same problem had come up with Cup Rice’s
predecessor, Nissin Lunch. And if you compared cup rice to rice cooked at home, the texture and taste was inevitably worse. Many consumers, contrary to the positive reviews from the tasting sessions, disliked the taste. n addition, unlike cup noodles, cup rice required an extra step: draining the hot water that was added. This inconvenience further prevented potential buyers from buying cup rice.Aware of
the possibility that the lack of success of cup rice might negatively affect the sales of cup noodles, Momofuku Ando decided to stop the production of cup rice.With the failure of Nissin, regarded by most as the champion of the instant food industry, other members of the industry accepted it as fact that instant rice would not succeed in Japan. This way of thinking would continue for a decade, until the
success of Sato Food’s packaged rice “Sato no rice” in 1988. Afterwards, Nissin also returned to the instant rice industry, producing GoFan (2009) and Cup Noodle Gohan (2010) in recent years. The newest additions to Nissin’s instant rice repertoire are the カレーメシ(karēmeshi) series, the ぶっこみ飯 (bukkomimeshi) series, and the 日本めし (nihonmeshi) series, the earliest of which was released in late 2016.
Unlike Nissin’s GoFan and Cup Noodle Gohan, which require the use of a microwave, these cup rice products are no different from cup noodles in their method of preparation; and unlike their ill-fated predecessors from 1975, these cup rice products are affordable, convenient, delicious, and most importantly, almost indistinguishable in taste and texture from actual, home -cooked rice.So, the next time you find
yourself heading over to the cup noodle aisle, why not try cup rice instead? I promise you won’t be disappointed. ■Q: What rice do you grow?A: I grow ヒノヒカリ (hi no hikari).Q: What’s the most famous rice cultivar, or variety, in Japan?A: The most famous would be コシヒカリ (koshi hikari). Q: Are there cultivars that originated in or are grown only in Kumamoto?A: Yes, like 森のくまさん (mori no kumasan)
and くまさんの力 (kumasan no chikara). Q: Can you grow any cultivar of rice anywhere in Japan?A: In Kyushu, we grow cultivars resistant to heat. In Tohoku and Hokkaido, cultivars resistant to cold are grown. So, depending on the area, the cultivars that are grown differ. Some cultivars are more suited to certain climates and areas. Q: Why is expensive rice expensive? And what affects the taste of rice?A:
What affects the taste of rice the most is the water that is used when growing it. For example, rice made in the mountains us ing clean spring water is very delicious and has a high value, so it’s more expensive. Also, the temperature difference between day and night is important. The larger the difference, the better the taste.Q: Is the hi no hikari (ヒノヒカリ) cultivar grown outside of Kyushu?A: Yes! Even if
it’s the same cultivar, the taste and price depends on where it’s grown and who is growing it. Q: Is koshi hikari (コシヒカリ) also grown in Kyushu?A: It’s not impossible, but I’ve never seen anyone growing it. ( *・ω・)ノ Which means maybe it’s not suited to Kyushu. (Note: I checked later, and it turns out that koshi hikari is grown in Kumamoto. In fact, I found some from Aso at my local Rocky. So maybe it’s
only grown in northern Kumamoto, and not in the south.)AFTER SEVERAL FAILED attempts to extract your feet from your shoes, you collapse into a small, motionless heap with no resemblance whatsoever to the living, breathing, functioning human being you we re just hours ago. You’ve had a long, grueling day. Perhaps you’ve had six or seven back-to-back classes. Practice for the upcoming recitation contest
swallowed up your lunch break and extended past your normal working hours. You’re physically and emotionally exhausted, and a ll you really want to do is sleep for days and days and never get up – and it seems impossible to stay standing for another hour as you prepare dinner to feed the gaping hole that is your stomach. In fact, you’re not even sure if you can get up from the ground, where you’ve
been lying this whole time while this narration has been going on (and on and on).Or maybe the last rays of sun are gently illuminating the road as you leisurely cycle home after a pleasant, peaceful day. Bu t as you consider possible solutions for dinner frozen food, convenience store bento, going to a restaurant), you are reminded once more that cooking is to you what quantum mechanics is to many
people. (read: something you’ve heard of but have no practical understanding or comprehension of, and when is brought up in conversation, is regarded with equal parts confusion and alarm. At least, that’s how it is for me.) In situations like these, there’s really only one solution: cup noodles.Since coming to Japan, you’ve no doubt consumed at least one (if not many) of these ubiquitous and altogether
amazing miracles of human ingenuity. And even if you don’t like them, you have to admit that they’re pretty convenient. Just add hot water, wait for a couple minutes, and ta-dah! A hot meal ready to eat, right before your eyes, with minimal effort spent. With cup noodles being a staple in modern Japanese diets supermarkets, you are guaranteed to be welcomed with shelves upon shelves of these glorious
noodles when you walk into any local store.As you make a beeline for your favorite brand, you might pass the other "instant c up foods" such as soups, soup pastas (soups with a smattering of pasta), dry noodles such as yakisoba, more soups, and wait, wha t was that you just passed by?Demurely nestled between shelves of instant yakisoba and instant udon is a sparsely populated row of…...Cup rice. You
read that correctly. Cup rice. In other words, rice in a cup. Add hot water, wait a couple minutes (a couple more minutes tha n for cup noodles, but still a relatively short amount of time), and voilà! ot to be confused with microwavable instant rice, cup rice has a variety of flavors, including beef curry, seafood curry, tomato chicken curry, keema curry, hayashi rice (or hashed beef rice), chicken ramen, and
cup noodle. Yes, there’s cup noodle flavored cup rice. Somewhat confusing, but very delicious. As you might have expected fro m all the curry flavored cup rice, the end result is usually a soupy, or saucy cup of rice. For the curry and hayashi rice flavors, the consistency of the sauce is similar to the actual dishes – thick and stew-like – while the chicken ramen and cup noodle flavors are reminiscent of
rice in soup. The flavors are great, but what I find the most impressive is that cup rice tastes like real, normal rice. And that normally takes around thirty minutes to cook. Whereas cup rice only takes five. So, where did cup rice come from?t began, supposedly, with a surplus of rice. The then director of the Food Agency purportedly asked Momofuku Ando, the inventor of cup noodles and the founder of
Nissin, whether or not an easy-to-eat product like cup noodles could be made using rice.This led to the creation of the instant rice product “Nissin Lunch” in 1967, but it was widely unpopular (and involved the use of a frying pan). Nissin decided to ch ange its manufacturing process, aiming to create a product that was, among other things, less greasy and easier to prepare.By 19 74, “Cup Rice” was near
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By Alicia Lim
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attempts to extract your feet from your
shoes, you collapse into a small, motionless heap with no resemblance whatsoever to the living, breathing, functioning human being you were just hours ago.
You’ve had a long, grueling day.

Perhaps you’ve had six or seven back-to-back
classes. Practice for the upcoming recitation contest swallowed up your lunch break and extended
past your normal working hours. You’re physically
and emotionally exhausted, and all you really want
to do is sleep for days and days and never get up –
and it seems impossible to stay standing for another hour as you prepare dinner to feed the gaping
hole that is your stomach. In fact, you’re not even
sure if you can get up from the ground, where

you’ve been lying this whole time while this narration has been going on (and on and on).
Or maybe the last rays of sun are gently illuminating the road as you leisurely cycle home after a
pleasant, peaceful day. But as you consider possible solutions for dinner (frozen food, convenience
store bento, going to a restaurant), you are reminded once more that cooking is to you what quantum
mechanics is tomany people. (read: something
4
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you’ve heard of but have no practical understanding or comprehension of, and when is brought up in conversation, is regarded with equal
parts confusion and alarm. At least, that’s how it is for me.)

what was that you just passed by? Demurely nestled between
shelves of instant yakisoba and instant udon is a sparsely populated
row of…
...Cup rice.
You read that correctly. Cup rice. In other words, rice in a cup. Add
hot water, wait a couple minutes (a couple more minutes than for
cup noodles, but still a relatively short amount of time), and voilà!
Not to be confused with microwavable instant rice, cup rice has a
variety of flavors, including beef curry, seafood curry, tomato chicken curry, keema curry, hayashi rice (or hashed beef rice), chicken
ramen, and cup noodle. Yes, there’s cup noodle flavored cup rice.
Somewhat confusing, but very delicious.

Image by Alicia Lim

In situations like these, there’s really only one solution: cup noodles.

Since coming to Japan, you’ve no doubt consumed at least one (if not
many) of these ubiquitous and altogether amazing miracles of human
ingenuity. And even if you don’t like them, you have to admit that
they’re pretty convenient. Just add hot water, wait for a couple
minutes, and ta-dah! A hot meal ready to eat, right before your eyes,
with minimal effort spent. With cup noodles being a staple in modern
Japanese diets supermarkets, you are guaranteed to be welcomed
with shelves upon shelves of these glorious noodles when you walk
into any local store.
As you make a beeline for your favorite brand, you might pass the other "instant cup foods" such as soups, soup pastas (soups with a smattering of pasta), dry noodles such as yakisoba, more soups, and wait,

Image by Laura Siko-
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As you might have expected from all the curry flavored cup rice, the
end result is usually a soupy, or saucy cup of rice. For the curry and
hayashi rice flavors, the consistency of the sauce is similar to the actual dishes – thick and stew-like – while the chicken ramen and cup noodle flavors are reminiscent of rice in soup. The flavors are great, but
what I find the most impressive is that cup rice tastes like real, normal
rice. And that normally takes around thirty minutes to cook. Whereas
cup rice only takes five.
So, where did cup rice come from?
It began, supposedly, with a surplus of rice. The then director of the
Food Agency purportedly asked Momofuku Ando, the inventor of cup
noodles and the founder of Nissin, whether or not an easy-to-eat product like cup noodles could be made using rice.

This led to the creation of the instant rice product “Nissin Lunch” in
1967, but it was widely unpopular (and involved the use of a frying
pan). Nissin decided to change its manufacturing process, aiming to
create a product that was, among other things, less greasy and easier
to prepare.

“In situations like

these, there’s really
only one solution: cup
noodles. . . Cup rice.”
By 1974, “Cup Rice” was near completion. Nissin held several tasting
sessions before the official launch, inviting government officials to taste
and review their new product. Sonoda Sunao, a politician with military
experience, recalled the subpar fare he ate on the battlefield, and is
said to have remarked “if only we had [cup rice] at that time.” Others
gave similarly glowing reviews, and the newspapers heralded it as a
“miracle food” and “the savior of rice farming.”
Sales officially began in 1975, with a lineup of seven flavors including
shrimp pilaf, dry curry, chicken rice, and sekihan. For a while, it seemed
to be a success.
But just one month after the launch, sales declined drastically. Momofuku Ando himself went to supermarkets to interview shoppers, who told
him that “Cup rice is too expensive,” and that “Ramen is difficult to
make at home, but if it’s rice, we can easily make it.”
At the same time, rice was about five times more expensive than the
flour used to make noodles, so depending on the store, you could buy
six to ten cups of discounted cup ramen for the price of one cup rice.
The same problem had come up with Cup Rice’s predecessor, Nissin
Lunch. And if you compared cup rice to rice cooked at home, the tex

Image by Alicia Lim
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-ture and taste was inevitably worse. Many consumers, contrary to the positive reviews from the tasting sessions, disliked the taste.
In addition, unlike cup noodles, cup rice required an extra step: draining
the hot water that was added. This inconvenience further prevented potential buyers from buying cup rice.
Aware of the possibility that the lack of success of cup rice might

negatively affect the sales of cup noodles, Momofuku Ando decided to stop
the production of cup rice.
With the failure of Nissin, regarded by most as the champion of the instant
food industry, other members of the industry accepted it as fact that instant
rice would not succeed in Japan. This way of thinking would continue for a
decade, until the success of Sato Food’s packaged rice “Sato no rice” in
1988. Afterwards, Nissin also returned to the instant rice industry, producing GoFan (2009) and Cup Noodle Gohan (2010) in recent years.
The newest additions to Nissin’s instant rice repertoire are the カレーメ
シ(karēmeshi) series, the ぶっこみ飯 (bukkomimeshi) series, and the
日本めし (nihonmeshi) series, the earliest of which was released in late
2016. Unlike Nissin’s GoFan and Cup Noodle Gohan, which require the
use of a microwave, these cup rice products are no different from cup noodles in their method of preparation; and unlike their ill-fated predecessors
from 1975, these cup rice products are affordable, convenient, delicious,
and most importantly, almost indistinguishable in taste and texture from
actual, home-cooked rice.
So, the next time you find yourself heading over to the cup noodle aisle,
why not try cup rice instead? I promise you won’t be disappointed. ■
Image by Laura Sikoski

Sources: The Japanese wiki article for カップライス :
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/カップライス
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Q&A

A Short Text Exchange About Rice

I asked my taiko teacher, who happens to be a farmer in Minamata (a small
city-town very close to the border of Kagoshima), about rice.
Image by Laura Sikoski
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Q: What rice do you grow?
Q: Why is expensive rice expensive? And what
affects the taste of rice?

A: I grow ヒノヒカリ (hi no hikari).

A: What affects the taste of rice the most is the
water that is used when growing it. For example,
rice made in the mountains using clean spring
water is very delicious and has a high value, so
it’s more expensive. Also, the temperature difference between day and night is important. The
larger the difference, the better the taste.

Q: What’s the most famous rice cultivar, or variety, in Japan?

A: The most famous would be コシヒカリ
(koshi hikari).
Q: Are there cultivars that originated in or are
grown only in Kumamoto?

Pictures taken at the local supermarket. Left: mori no
kumasan Right: kumasan no chikara. Alicia Lim

Q: Is the hi no hikari (ヒノヒカリ) cultivar
A: Yes, like 森のくまさん (mori no kugrown outside of Kyushu?
masan) and くまさんの力 (kumasan no
Q: Can you grow any cultivar of rice anywhere in A: Yes! Even if it’s the same cultivar, the taste
chikara).
and price depends on where it’s grown and who
Japan?
A: In Kyushu, we grow cultivars resistant to heat. is growing it.
In Tohoku and Hokkaido, cultivars resistant to
cold are grown. So, depending on the area, the Q: Is koshi hikari (コシヒカリ) also grown in
cultivars that are grown differ. Some cultivars
Kyushu?
are more suited to certain climates and areas.
A: It’s not impossible, but I’ve never seen anyone
growing it. ( *・ω・)ノ Which means maybe
it’s
not
suited
to
Kyushu.
(Note: I checked later, and it turns out that koshi
hikari is grown in Kumamoto. In fact, I found
some from Aso at my local Rocky. So maybe it’s
only grown in northern Kumamoto, and not in the
south.)

Image by Laura Sikoski 9
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Q: Is there a ranking system for the different cultivars? In terms of taste?
A: Yes, there is! Here’s the link: http://www.kokken.or.jp/test.html
Every year, a group of specialists tastes the cultivars from each prefecture, and ranks the rice. The rankings can change from year to year because the
temperature each year is variable!
(Note: Here’s a screenshot of Kumamoto’s rice rankings. The rankings are, from high to low, 特A, A, A’, B, and B’. The specialists compare each cultivar in each region to a standard of blended koshi hikari from various prefectures. An A’ ranking means that the cultivar is similar in quality to the stand-

ard; 特A is especially good compared to the standard, A is good compared to the standard, B is slightly worse than the standard, and B’ is worse than
the standard.) ■

Images by Laura Sikoski and Alicia Lim10
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When moving to Japan we’d been warned and
briefed about natural disasters, even given workshops on how to prepare an emergency bag and
what to do in the event of each disaster. In my tired
haze at Tokyo Orientation I made notes while these
presentations went on, never really considering this
would be a big part of my life.

So, when Trami flooded the news broadcasts and
sang at me through mobile alerts, I have to say I
was stunned. Conversations in work focused on the
typhoon and after being warned that it might not be
safe to travel back on the Sunday, I decided to cancel my weekend’s Kagoshima trip to see a mate.
Instead I vowed to have a chilled weekend. On Saturday, I did some shopping and went out for lunch
to my new favourite café. Then, I had a MEGA chill
on the Sunday (when the typhoon hit); doing some
yoga, cleaning and watching an anime suggested
by my workmates in the cave that I created behind
my rain shutters.
By Jess Langshaw
This article first appeared on Jess Langshaw’s blog, Yōkina Living on 4 October 2018. Read more at: https://
yokinaliving.wordpress.com/
Image by Jess Lang-

I’D SAY even before coming to Japan I had an affinity for new experiences. Even if the experience was driving around my hometown at 4 am (which ended up creating some of my best
memories), I was down. My attraction to new experiences led me to open up my mindset; to
get rid of the expectation that every experience I have should be a good one and, instead, to
try and look at the things I gained from even the negative experiences.
Now, when it came to Typhoon Trami I have to say that was an experience I’d never really considered and, looking back to Herbert’s quote–it definitely woke me up, on more than one level.

‘Without new
experiences, something
inside of us sleeps…’
Frank Herbert
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The electricity went out a few times during the typhoon, plunging me into
darkness every now and then and making me feel stupid for not buying
candles.
The power cuts absolutely added to the mood; as it was my first typhoon I
was getting definite apocalypse vibes- sat at my window looking at the
grey sky, heavy rain and the wacky-wavey-inflatable-arm-flailing bamboo
forest outside my house.
Now, I knew at the time that in relation to other parts of Japan and other
typhoons, that this wasn’t too bad and I wasn’t really scared. I mean there
were a few times I heard a “CRUNCH” outside and expected to, while sat
stuffing my face with a grotesque amount of pasta, be ironically flattened
by a tree.
Excessive carb intake aside, it was after the typhoon, as the grey clouds
drifted away, that I started to see the silver linings. I sat typing away at
my last blog post, with my now shutter-free windows letting light back into
the house, when I saw my neighbours start to creep outside. Within
minutes they were hosing down their cars and sweeping away the fallen
leaves and branches from the road.

I watched for a while and saw my neighbour’s teenage son and little
daughter sweeping away. I watched her clumsily follow her brother,
wafting around the tiniest brush ever, trying to copy him. It was at that
exact moment, with my inbox full of check-in messages from friends all
over Japan, that I felt a real sense of community, one of the main things
that I looked forward to finding in Japan.
When that thought hit, I saved my post and borrowed a brush from Kira,
my awesome friend who lives next door, and started sweeping. She
joined too and, using a very impressive make-shift broom, we started to
clear away the leaves. Our neighbours stopped and looked at us for a
minute and then came to help. We swept together without speaking,
language barriers and all, and it was amazing how much was communicated without saying a word.
Now, I might just have been feeling sentimental, or sweeping the green
and orange leaves left me with a warm autumnal fuzz, but at that point I
just felt… awake. I was awake to the present, where I was, how I was
feeling and awake to the amazing knowledge that what I was doing at
that point was going to become an amazing memory.■

Right: Leaves. Above left: Kira, Top right: Untitled, Bottom right: Water Levels Images by Jess Langshaw
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Hello people of Kumamoto, we’d like to introduce ourselves as the members of
the local chapter of the Association for Japan Exchange and Teaching (AJET).
Our members this year include current and former JETs with some new faces,
and some you may have seen before! Our main objectives are to connect JETs
and Kumamoto residents together to engage in socializing, exploring and making great memories in Japan, all while giving as much back to our communities
as possible.

This year, we are hoping to make our events bigger and better than ever before! Firstly, we want to give a big thanks to everyone who kicked the year off
with a bang at the Ashikita beach party! Despite the weather it seemed everyone had a great time making new friends and enjoying the beach and bbq.
Secondly, we want to encourage you to join in future events with us. We aim to
host at least one event per month and try to provide events with some diversity.
If you like to hike, hop in your boots. If you want to give back to those in need,
slip on your work gloves. If you like to dance, teach me how to dougie. If you
have any suggestions, give us an email! Last year we held a hanami, games
days and our annual winter formal.
Want to know what we’re up to? Keep in touch by liking us on Facebook, following us on Instagram, or checking out our webpage. If you have something
you want to say, drop us a line at kumajet@ajet.net. With your help and participation we can create memories that people will be talking about for years and
help you get the best out of your Japan experience.
We hope to see you at one of our events soon!
13
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Hey there. Did you know you’re invited to Kumamoto’s 25 th Annual International
Friendship Festival! Yes, that’s right, you’re invited! Come see Kumamoto’s vibrant
international community and enjoy many fun activities!
The many stage performances include taiko, flamenco, Indonesian and Malian music, a demonstration of Chinese rouliqiu and a traditional Andean folklore performance.
At the Gourmet Corner, you can take your pick from Bangladeshi, Brazilian, Bolivian, Canadian and Korean cuisine. The Japanese salted bread shiopan that is currently making waves across the country will also make an appearance. You can
also have professionals dress you in a kimono at the Kimono Dress-Up Corner, and
peruse the many displays set up by Kumamoto’s international organisations!

When?

Saturday, 24 November

What time?

11am to 4pm

Where?

The Kengun Shopping Arcade (Piacres) in Kumamoto City
1 Chome-38-18 Wakaba, Higashi-ku, Kumamoto-shi, Kumamoto-ken 862-0903
https://goo.gl/maps/jmuQKRgKJt82

The venue can be easily reached by taking the Kumamoto City tram to its final
stop, Kengun-machi, and crossing the street to the shopping arcade.

And word has it, Kumamon sightings are in the forecast...! We hope you can make it!
Image: Master of the Cosmos Chase Sutherland
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Colors of Fall – Being a Maple in an Evergreen Forest
By Ola Akindes
Images by Ola Akindes

WITH all the recent school-related events,
these last few weekends, I gathered few replacement holidays and took-off to Oita Prefecture for few days. Driving through the
range of volcanos and mountains was a challenge for the poor mountain-driver that I am.
Nevertheless, I pushed through the gutwrenching fear of heights and vertigo, and
dived in the beauty of nature. My company, a

world-traveling couch-surfer that I hosted for
a week tried to distract me from my very evident restlessness. Singing gospel choruses
from the top of my lungs helped. But the best
medicine was by far, allowing the beauty of
the forest to swallow my fears away.
Have you ever looked at the walls of evergreens and bamboo that sketch the landscape in the Aso-Kuju National Park? If

you’ve never, please do! We were already
well into fall, yet these trees didn’t seem to
want any of the change. All of the sudden,
here and there, a ‘loud’ and colorful maple
would pop out displaying all of its beauty,
grace and majesty in vibrant oranges, reds
and yellows. The streams, the waterfalls, the
call and response of the birds and forest animals, would all fill the silent grandeur of the
16
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forest with a life-giving melody.
I had to make few stops, in awe of the beauty of Creation. What is it
about fall that is so perplexing? Is it the fact that many leaves
change colors, displaying their best before dying? Is it the fact that
after a very conform life in green, blending in the forest scenery,
they decide to go rogue, and die in a loud and colorful explosion of
passion? Is it the fact that we actually need many trees to stay the
same dull green to be able to appreciate the colors of the ones that
look different? I am not sure what it is about fall that make me reflect
on the kind of tree that I want to be.
So for these three days in Oita, we went ‘hidden’ onsen hopping,
refused to get in any of the crowded tourist attractions, stayed off
course and met very beautiful and colorful people along the way. An
example of the ‘maples in an evergreen forest’ was our couchsurfing hosts, a lovely international couple. Japan met Alaska in this
beautiful pair, funny and a bit witty, both cycling and salsa loving,
very creative yet grounded and hard working. While soaking in a
beautiful and deserted onsen resort, on a mountain side facing
Mount Yufu, I kept reminiscing on our conversations and the beautiful time spent together, and on the type of tree that I wanted to be. I
will not be an evergreen. I’d rather be a short-lived maple.
Don’t allow the conformism, the routine or the length of summer, or
of winter suck the life out of you. But if or when it does, like these
maples, decide to deal with it very colorfully and come back to life
with more flowers, more shades, more tricks and more fruits. Have a
great fall!■
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On The Drunken Horse
Festival
By Ming Ching Bay
WHEN THE OFFER to participate in the Great Festival of Fujisaki Hachimangu (藤崎八幡宮例大際) arrived, I was filled with trepidation
more so than excitement. Firstly, it was one of the most established festivals in Kumamoto, with over a thousand years of tradition and I did not
want to mess it up. Secondly, it was a festival that I knew little about with
regards to its customs and practices. I knew about its origins in Houjoue,
a custom where one releases animals back into the wild that is rooted in
Buddhism, one that is still being practiced in my home country. I knew
about the presence of horses decorated to the point of being campy,
which were reputedly fed alcohol. I also knew about the associated
meanings of the chant “Boushita” that were used during the festival, before it was changed to “Doukai” but pretty much nothing else. But lastly,
my biggest source of trepidation stemmed from what my role was: to
manually transport the mikoshi, i.e carriage where the kami presiding
over the entire festival was riding upon. Given the sacroscant nature of
literally carrying a deity and how foreigners were very often rarely given
the honour of transporting a mikoshi, this was something that I did not
want to screw up.

“...truly one of the most fun times
i’ve had in kumamoto…”

On the actual day, we assembled at a neighbouring school beside Fujisaki Hachimangu at 4.30am. It was still pitch-dark; public transportation

Images by Ming Ching Bay
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had ceased entirely and I had little choice but to make my
way there by foot. When I arrived, we were immediately
ushered into the school hall where the majority of the participants were changing into their respective outfits. I could
see a variety of outfits – farmers, samurai, soldiers and the
ones that I would soon be changing into was a white set of
robes with black oval headwear; a variation of the robes
that Shinto priests were expected to wear. I was soon acquainted with my fellow god-carriers, a group of disparate
volunteers from all backgrounds: a fortune-teller, an economics undergraduate, a chef, a high school student, a customs officer – asides from one another foreigner, everyone
was Japanese.

At 5.30am, we proceeded to the shrine where the kami
would be awakened by the head priest before riding upon
the mikoshi that we were expected to be carrying. At the entrance of the shrine, I saw the mikoshi for the first time, and it
was the most elaborated, gold plated carriage I’ve ever seen.
The mini doors of the carriage were flanked by a torii gate on
each side, and tiny golden decorations were hanging off the
roof of the mikoshi, that swayed gently every time the wind
blows. The mikoshi also differs from other mikoshi where it
was mounted on a set of wheels; we were to drag the mikoshi using a set of ropes instead of mounting it upon our
shoulders. We were then assigned our carriage, which was
the second enshrined kami (ni no miya) of the shrine named
Jin Guu Kou Dou, the female deity of childrearing and safe

宮
例

大
際
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pregnancies.
Eventually, the procession began which was as spectacular as it was solemn: the priest began reading out a long, traditional scroll in front of the participants and the huge crowd that had gathered within the shrine grounds.
When the signal was given, men dressed in samurai commanders riding
garishly decorated horses began moving off, and so did the samurai contingents, the farmers and soon, the mikoshi contingents. After the first mikoshi
had set off, our contingent followed soon behind. I was placed at the head of
the mikoshi, which meant that I was responsible for the general direction
and the speed that the mikoshi was proceeding in order to avoid crashing
into the mikoshi in front by me which was flanked by a horse. “Beware of the
horse’s rear end,” warned the guy carrying the mikoshi next to me. “They
have a nasty habit of kicking the people at the back.” The mikoshi was
heavier than expected, but that was also because we only had 8 members,
instead of the usual 9 transporting the mikoshi.
And then we were off! It was the most amazing feeling – to set off to the sun
rise while crowds cheered beside you. It was the most fantastic feeling –
until they started throwing money at you. “Why are they throwing money at
me like I’m a stripper?” I asked the guy next to me. “I have no idea what you
mean by that, but they were trying to aim at the mikoshi after they prayed;
it’s just that missed,” he replied with a straight face. My pain might have
been ameliorated if the worshippers were throwing in wads of 1000 yen, but
throughout the entire day, I was pelted entirely by hard, metallic, solid, and
painful coins. Combined with carrying a mikoshi for the next two hours under the hot sun, it was definitely physically strenuous. However, I do not recall the exhaustion or the heat of the summer. I remembered how the
cheers of the crowds spurred me on, I remembered feeling motivated by the
festive spirits of the atmosphere, and I treasured the teamwork and rapport
of my fellow team members, whom I barely know a few hours ago.

traditional Japanese musical performances. My newfound friends and I departed from the school to view the noh performance before finding it too archaic, and proceeded to view the rest of the parade processions which were
still ongoing even though an hour had passed since we had finished our
morning route. In the streets, rows of participants wearing happis were running and shouting chants of “doukai”, behind decorated horses and campy
moving stages. The energy was so palpable, tons of people lined up at the
streets to see the procession and one can almost ignore the heat amidst the
chaos and fun.
At 2pm, the afternoon procession began, and our aim was to reach the shrine
back by 4pm. The afternoon route back to the shrine was thankfully, shorter.
The sun was not as heavily beating down upon us as before, we were wellfed and it seems as though nothing could go wrong. However, it was after
lunch and apparently the horses were well-fed too for the horse in front of our
mikoshi started to relieve himself multiple times throughout the procession.
Pulling the mikoshi then becomes no mere feat for it involves jumping strategically in order to avoid stepping upon excrement while pulling a divine carriage at the same time.
Once we reached the shrine, we were greeted with applause by the crowd
that had gathered along the festival grounds. The horses were guided to the
stables at the back of the shrine while we returned to the school to change
out of our outfits. However, the festival was only beginning as the street leading to the shrine were filled with festival stalls and games that were just about
to open shop and the immense number of parade contingents this year meant
that it was going to take about two hours or so before all of the contingents
reached the end point at Fujisaki Hachimangu. Even now, I can still recall the
festive spirits and the friendship that were forged in that day and it was truly
one of the most fun times I’ve had in Kumamoto. ■

Two hours later, we brought the mikoshi up a hill where we took a quick
break and had our lunch in a nearby school. The kamis in the mikoshis however, were treated to a noh performance in a makeshift tent and gagaku, ie
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Climbing
The 3333
Steps
By Jess Langshaw

Somewhere, nestled in the vast forests of Kumamoto stands the largest stone staircase in all of Japan. After wandering the land for months, I’m glad to say I discovered these 3,333 steps and can
now reveal to you its secrets.
Ok, so I Google Maps’d it after a friend told me about it, but that still counts!
Funnily enough Japan’s largest stone staircase proved pretty difficult to find! My friends and I drove
(and walked) around the area for some time before finding it. I have to be honest with you though, I
think that’s just because we’re clueless.
Trust me when I say, the steps are a must-try for anyone in the Kumamoto area. It’s pretty hard
graft, and I can guarantee you that when you think you’re at 3,000 you most definitely are NOT.

Besides, I’ve pinned the location so fear not!
https://www.google.com/maps/place/
Sakamoto,+Misato,+Shimomashiki+District,+Kumamoto+Prefe
cture+861-4415/@32.4787091,130.5016443,10z/
data=!4m13!1m7!3m6!
1s0x35409051cca9c197:0x271afc0d54471903!
2sSakamoto,+Misato,+Shimomashiki+District,+Kumamoto+Prefe
cture+861-4415!3b1!8m2!3d32.5781961!
4d130.8188678!3m4!
1s0x35409051cca9c197:0x271afc0d54471903!8m2!
3d32.5781961!4d130.8188678
21
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The number is pretty hard to grasp and you just have to do it to see what
I mean.
The steps themselves are gorgeous, as you climb up you leave behind
the place, weather and even headspace that you occupied before climbing- it’s a completely different atmosphere. Even though you’re just above
where you parked your car, it feels so different!
I did the steps in September and it was amazing. I mentioned it in my
blog’s monthly update and basically said that I felt like Beatrix Kiddo from
Kill Bill, so if that doesn’t persuade you I don’t know what will!
It’s obviously difficult on the way up, because it’s uphill. Stupidly, I didn’t
realise how uphill it would be and expecting more flat bits, I mean there
were some… but I’m lazy. The way back is so much easier, but just be
careful in-case it’s slippery!

When you get back, and your legs are feeling a bit like jelly, you feel so
amazing and all the hard work was worth it.
Walking the steps was a great opportunity to jolt myself into realising that
I am in-fact IN JAPAN! As strange as it sounds it’s taking quite some time
for that fact to fully sink in and instead it just kind of flashes into my mind,
usually when I end up in some amazingly random place that I never imagined myself being.
You feel like you’re in a game too, like when you reach the top (like actually reach the top and you can see the clearing instead of an ongoing upward stone river) it’s like you just completely every boss in every game
ever. You just defeated Donkey Kong, Dragovich, Ganon, all 8 Dragon
Priests and about 4 Big Sisters at once (P.S. please enjoy that lovely variety of game references).
So, if I’ve managed to convince you to give the steps a go; it gets better!
There’s an event!
On 17th November ‘Attack the Steps’ is taking place and you most definitely should do it! All participants get a prize and you get bonus points for
wearing a costume! There are volunteers along the steps with refreshments too, which I wish I had after guzzling my water like a funnel on my

visit. The event fee is only 1000 yen and the deadline for application is
31st October! For all the info in English, use this link.
https://www.town.kumamoto-misato.lg.jp/dl?

If you want to look as cool as me (maybe even cooler if you wear a costume), get some exercise and do some exploring, you should give it a go!■
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Visiting the Happiest Place on Earth
By Olivia Poole

RECENTLY, I VISITED Tokyo Disney Sea for a day filled with a rollercoaster
of emotions sprinkled with some classic Disney magic.

We decided to visit the unique Disney Sea as it’s the only park of its kind in
the world. It’s more for adults, which basically means it sells beer and there
are generally less children. Unlike the giant parks in America and Paris,
either park in Tokyo can be done in one day.

Our day started at 5.45 am. We had booked a great hostel right on the
direct train line to the Disney metro stop, so we had no problem getting
there. Although the park opens at 8am, we planned to get there a little
early to be one of the first in line. We arrived at around 7.20 and were in
the first half of the queues to enter the park.
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As the day progressed, we realised just how much we had lucked
out with the weather. The cloudy weather and few rain showers during the day combined with the news of an incoming typhoon meant
that the park was unusually quiet. As two Brits, we weren’t about to
be put off by a bit of rain and had handily brought along our raincoats. Due to this and the real-time online updates of wait times, we
managed to hit most of the popular rides before lunch and generally
waited less than 20 minutes for each one, and never more than 40.
My favourite ride was definitely Toy Story Mania, which is an interactive 4D game shooting game where you compete against your
partner to earn the most points in shooting flying things. Bottom of
my list, although not everyone will agree, was the Tower of Terror.
This was basically my worst nightmare of a haunted elevator flying
up and down with no warning. Surprisingly, I did not buy the candid
photo from that ride!
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When the gates open, everybody surges towards the most popular ride
in the park, Toy Story Mania, to get the fast pass tickets and guarantee
a queue jump for later in the day. This was initially not our plan, but
given how early we had arrived and how few people there were in front
of us, we decided to give it a shot. Ignoring all the signs that say not to
run, we madly dashed for the ride. We had collected our fast pass tickets by 8.07.

almost as soon as we arrived.
As the day progressed, we realised just how much we had lucked out
with the weather. The cloudy weather and few rain showers during the
day combined with the news of an incoming typhoon meant that the park
was unusually quiet. As two Brits, we weren’t about to be put off by a bit
of rain and had handily brought along our raincoats. Due to this and the
real-time online updates of wait times, we managed to hit most of the
popular rides before lunch and generally waited less than 20 minutes for
each one, and never more than 40. My favourite ride was definitely Toy
Story Mania, which is an interactive 4D game shooting game where you
compete against your partner to earn the most points in shooting flying
things. Bottom of my list, although not everyone will agree, was the Tower of Terror. This was basically my worst nightmare of a haunted elevator flying up and down with no warning. Surprisingly, I did not buy the
candid photo from that ride!
Other than rides, there are lots of things to do at Disney Sea. We went
to a 1920s themed music show, which had Disney

After the manic flurry of the first 10 minutes in the park, we could
relax a little more and headed back to the entrance. You quickly realise that outfits are everything in Tokyo Disney. Most people have
some form of headband/ears or matching outfits and some people
go all out with full Disney costumes. We met guests dressed as
characters from Zootopia, Sinbad and some classics such as Goofy
and Donald Duck. Not wanting to miss out on the fashion fun, we
had prepared matching t-shirts and bought some Minnie ears

characters dancing along with people to music. We also saw the special Halloween Villains Parade and
The Happiest Celebration on the
Sea, a show featuring Duffy and
Friends, a teddy bear who is unreasonably popular with Japanese
women. We also went to a character meet and greet, a must when at
Disney! The line was quite long so
we only managed to meet Minnie,
but she was very friendly and gave
us both a hug.
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By late afternoon, we were starting to flag a bit and decided to find a
good spot and wait for the grand finale show which started at 8. Called
Fantasmic, this show features Mickey as he creates the wonderful world
of Disney through the power of imagination. It features all the best Disney
music and characters, as well as lasers, lights, fire, water and everything
in between. The show is followed almost immediately by a fireworks
show.

10.30. Shockingly, the omiyage shop was the busiest thing I had seen all
day, with everybody eager to spend their yennies on individually wrapped
treats for their co-workers and friends. After spending a magical 15 hours
in the “Happiest Place on EarthTM,” we were ready for a most magical
sleep! ■

The show ended at around 9, and we wandered around a bit after before
heading for the omiyage shop before finally leaving the park at about
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THIS FALL IN JAPAN REMINDED ME OF
the nice, bright and sunny days of the Indian summers that
come as a prelude to the first snowfalls in eastern Canada.
Finally the temperature got more liveable in my little ‘inaka’
city, here in Kumamoto. In my opinion, summertime in Kumamoto is just something I have to endure in exchange of the
well-being of the rest of year, I guess. As my coworkers started saying the ‘Samui ne’ as a conversation starter, I am not
having any of it. I’m still crushing ice every other hour at my
desk. I’ve just started enjoying this crispy air, fresh and dry, I
have no intention of complaining about the chill. Let it sit here
just a little longer.

Running in these temperatures is a pure delight. Not that I
am an experienced runner, I just started few months ago, but
I can better appreciate the beauty of the nature and the
pleasure of running when I am not fighting an imminent overheat. Anyways, this fresh and dry air is what is making the
rice fields turn gold at the feet of the mountains. I’ve been
expectant of this harvest time.

The Fields are Ripe for
the Harvest
By Ola Akindes

Last spring I went to a fun family rice planting, learnt how to
plot the rows of rice stems fast and beautifully. Back then, I
was told that I would be able to come back to harvest my rice
when the time would be ripe. So, I have been patiently waiting for these fields to turn golden. Few times the fog, the rain
and the ambient humidity have forced us to postpone that
rice harvesting party. Timing is key in this exercise. You see,
the farmers want the grains big and plump, but sometimes,
overnight, they become too heavy for their stems, which
would make the sheaves collapse and the harvesting difficult.

Image by Amy Cooper
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Each little sheaf of rice had enough grains for one portion (bowl) of rice,
as the farmer announced during the planting. With one hand you’d gather
the bundle of rice stems and with the other you’d scythe them off the field.
All the little helpers, their tools in hands, looked like miniature grim reapers, moving in a cadenced waltz, squatting then standing, shuffling from
the paddy to the threshing machinery. The threshing machinery would
remove the grain from the stems and stock them in a reservoir. Like for
the planting, the harvesting of the field is done one row at a time. Then in
a few weeks, the fields will be burnt. Harvesting is such an easy and satisfying activity that the children got addicted to it very fast and didn’t want to
leave the field ‘un-harvested’. Surprisingly, the rice harvested contained
more than 60 percent humidity and would have to be dried before we
could ‘buy’ it back from the farmers. A little barbecue party followed the
harvest I was told…
Yeah! Even though I waited so long and wanted to be part of the harvest, I
still missed it. I had a 10K race on Shikano Island (off of Fukuoka) the
same day. Bummer! I finished my first 10K race, achieved that milestone,
enjoyed some fresh seafood with my running partners, and regretted not
being part of the rice harvesting. I’ve read somewhere that “Happiness
can be defined, in part at least, as the fruit of the desire and ability to sacrifice what we want now for what we want eventually”. I guess I’m just a
very happy person.■

“i would be able
to come back to harvest
my rice when the
time would be riPe.”

Images by Ola Akindes
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Images of Fall
Fireworks
Japan is lucky to host many breath
taking firework festivals and events
where the exciting explosives are set
off into the air to the delight of onlookers. While amazing to see, fireworks
are visual wonders that only last seconds, capturing lasting images of
them requires skill, patience and a fair
amount of luck. This fall, the YOKA
has been fortunate to receive several
stunning images of fireworks from
around Kumamoto. A special thanks
to Scott McGowan and Amy Shiroma

for sharing their images for all of us to
enjoy.
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Yatsushiro Fireworks Festival Amy Shiroma
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Yatsushiro Fireworks Festival Ami Shiroma
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Uto Jizo Fireworks Festival Scott McGowan
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Yatsushiro Fireworks Festival Amy Shiroma
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Uto Jizo Fireworks Festival Scott McGowan
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Uto Jizo Fireworks Festival Scott McGowan
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New pictures of home
A collection of pictures from your fellow JETs
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Image: Views from Daikanbo 3 Chase Sutherland
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Top: Karasuuri (Japanese Snake Gourd) Kamiamakusa City: Mary

Above: Rice Field, Arao City: Amy Cooper

Bottom:

Higanbana, Misato Town: Mary Sawyer
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Top: Views from Daikanbo 2 Bottom: Views from Daikanbo 4 Chase Sutherland
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KamiAmakusa
By Scott McGowan
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Top Ariake Sea, Uto City Mary Sawyer

Bottom: Snakes in a Shrine Chase Sutherland

Right: Okoshiki Scott McGowan
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Mifune Dinosaur
Museum
Scott McGowan
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Above and below Okoshiki. Scott McGowan .

Left : Higabana, Arao City: Amy
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Left:Views from Daikanbo 1 Chase Sutherland.

Top: Akamizuhebiishi Shrine Chase Sutherland

Bottom : Okoshiki Scott McGowan
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